
Field of Reality (the world). The woman lies in the middle 
of the pasture. She cannot get up. Her teeth chatter. It is 
freezing. The meteorology constrains what can or cannot 
be seen. The cow is eating around her. She seems to have 
been there for a long time.1 

What you are touching. If there are words for it. Then that’s not it.

suspension 

is a heterogeneous fluid containing solid particles that are 
sufficiently large for sedimentation. The internal phase (solid) 
is dispersed throughout the external phase (fluid) through 
mechanical agitation

> that I am quite 
blocked 
> and have been for some time, having something to do with 
maybe 
a cross-purpose, 
> an incorrect conflation of where writing might be able to get 
me as it relates to transformations 
> of the body. Or just freedoms I do not allow myself or efforts 
I do not take in writing 
> because of learned (kinesthetic cautions and energy-saving) 
measures, those being 
> the same freedoms and efforts I do take/make with other 
bodies.
>
>
>
> But hi how are you? I do not know you

> looking at rising, supine/suspension, where is the body 
in space
> interval, pause, sleep/wakefulness, holding as in, say, holding 



breath in a line 
> or holding one’s body “differently.”  Listing as in the 
quotidian or a
>
>
>
> neuro-poetics of line, issues of time in a day, in a body

The Unified Spasmodic Dysphonia Rating Scale (USDRS)

“The symptoms of adductor spasmodic dysphonia are 
manifested in the habitual pitch range of the speaking voice. 
Therefore, the first group of stimulus tasks elicited connected 
speech. The first paragraph of ‘The Rainbow Passage’ was 
selected because it is well known and contains a wide range of 
phonemes. In addition, we included ‘The Cookie Theft Picture’ 
to elicit spontaneous continuous speech.

A table of random numbers was used to select a stratified 
random sample of 15 speakers.” 2 

Water. I started with water. In the morning. A case study of 
waking. The gravity of the moment now. And now.

> woke up 
with pain and thought, again…how do I move
> through
 the world today? How do I explain (to myself or others) my 
state when 
> just yesterday  
it was different? The fluctuations of my 
> condition 
are so unpredictable…I never really know how to claim it in 
the 
> everyday of writing

I have aligned myself with an avant-garde poetics—a realm 
of writing in which identity disappears or is ejected, is seen as 



aesthetically inferior or passé—at the same time that I have 
come to identify most strongly as a disabled person who has 
a set of political, professional, social, and personal concerns 
relevant to that disability.

> reminded of how
my back and neck keep the time I spend writing—a 
> grindy rhythm 
that sort of counters the effort to lose myself in words

“Buying you that Crayola play-desk when you were six might 
have been my worst mistake,” my mother said. “As soon as you 
got it, you stopped moving.” A Polaroid of me grinning, face 
covered by long dark hair, a men’s Hanes tee shirt as a cotton 
night dress. Cool and thin cloth against skin, red and agitated, 
around bone. A yellow crayon in my hand, with knuckles 
looking not much different than they do now, puffy and 
stunted. “But it made you so happy to sit there because you just 
kept drawing and were not thinking about hurting.”

The generic spectacle of the water glass upon first waking.

[Federal law prohibits the transfer of this drug to any person
other than the patient for whom it was prescribed]

The generic design so that it is always recognizable and 
inviolable.

[this is a blue pill in a diamond shape with a line in the middle]

during which the pain of angles arrive. 
Geometry is shapeless in the neck of things. 
Vertically crisscrossing skulls, mirrors.
A distillation of suspense in the line. Will it be written?

A manatee gets to shift vertically while always remaining at a 
glide, horizontally.



> Your WorryListPlan (WPL), a kind of 3-step magical 
thinking, very useful. Had an idea 
> that another way in might be for us to List! Use our obsessive 
tendencies and list—
> of the preverbal or nonverbal commands we give our bodies 
to move/stay 
> still/abide/enliven/etc. Bear with me, it might be 
boring at first.

What have you been writing? Or, here is my acquaintance 
from such and such estimable undertaking: MFA, volunteer, 
research, the lives into, tutelage. And, she is a Writer. Tell us.

“Reliability of the Perceptual Evaluation of Adductor 
Laryngeal Dystonia”

STIMULI  RATINGS
Take a deep breath and say a sustained “e” 89%
Loudly say: “Taxi” 95%
Spontaneously laugh 86%
Say: “Ambling along Rainey Island Avenue” 80%
Say: “He saw half a sea shell” 75%
Say: the alphabet from A to N 69%

SYMPTOMS RATINGS
Strained-strangled voice quality 98%
Expiratory effort 93%
Related movements and grimaces 86%
Voice arrest 84%
Aphonia 79%
Atypical intonation 53%

“Speech Intelligibility Reduced is the quality of overall clarity 
with which an utterance can be understood or comprehended. 
Related Movements and Grimaces are the involuntary visible 
changes in a patient’s body including flushing of the face; facial 



tics such as lip movements, eye-blinking, and frowning; and 
movements in the neck, shoulder, arm, and leg…thus making 
research findings more meaningful.”3 

I cannot say: I have just been making lists (it feels like writing). 
Or thinking about being in pain and not being in pain by 
degrees or, avoiding pain or the work on the body that will 
cause pain. And while I cannot say this, I am also standing to 
shake your hand. And I am listing—as I am anticipating the 
splintery sensation deep in my ankles—how I will hold my 
face, fiddle with my clothes, become preoccupied with someone 
else for a passing instant—to anticipate and avert your gaze 
from the absolute wave of my feet, crashing against gravity. 
The splintering of the mind so as not to betray the grimace in 
the body. Leaning at once toward and away from language, too 
many subtexts in that instant, all else goes unwritten.

> Ok, so here is my piece as in 
small building block 
> for the week. Your turn next week, then mine Sunday 
night, really 
> Monday 2:00 a.m. and my clipboard lost what I managed to 
eke out in little 
> stops and starts till I saved it. Now I can sleep and shore up 
for 

Hope 
> your Monday is filled with unexpected relief.



Field of Representation (the book). Her teeth chatter. 
One-by-one they fall out. The mouth is not a home. We 
make so solid these bodies. A cow ambles by. It is gigantic 
and its eyes follow the stillness of her body. It eats the teeth 
with its teeth and the grass around her flattens. 

Disease as the body knowing itself to be not a homogenous mixture

Everything that is the other dimension of gravity.

The form of the wave forming. Time lapse. If I say, “crash.” The 
wave crashed overhead. If I say, “carry.” The wave carried me. If 
I say, “swimming.” The shore arrived. If I say, “watching.” The 
words unform. Just watch it being beautiful. Nothing else.

Action being what suspension isn’t or the other way?

[With its knee-high, easy-to-reach handle and ratcheting 
ankle clamps, the F9000 is ideal for those who have a difficult 
time bending down to secure their ankles. With corner feet 
and an EZ-Angle tether strap, it comes with many features to 
make the inversion process easy and comfortable]

< If you touch my elbow and lead it in a movement 
counterintuitive to <

The sudden repertoire of care.

Between your elbow and the Lost Coast. Driving my hands on 
the side of the bed. 
My elbow on the headboard. 

The upset pre-ordained pattern of length, the length of lines in 
a row. All rising. All supine. On division of uniform movement 
in the morning. Upward recurrence of refrain. Indentation, 
collapse. Indentation. Where to set the tabs? This movement 


